
THT-EX has been focusing on explosion-proof products since 2011. Despite heavy R&D
investment, and delays & failures in North American product certifying, but with the constant
perseverance of the founder Mr. Peter Chen; as well as the assistance from UL's profession and
efficient explosion-proof product certification services; THT-EX successfully entered the strict
safety regulation market - North American, and expanded their technical strength which helps them
to enter into other international markets rapidly.

「UL has an Explosion-proof testing lab.in Taiwan to reduce the certifying time and accelerate the procedure.
Previously, all the lightings had to be certified outside of Taiwan and may took one or two years and now UL can
shorten the certifying time by half a year to one year; some projects can even be finished and ready to the market
within four months.」  Peter Chen – The founder of THT-EX

After 3 years and 8 months of devoting to Explosion-proof LED Light R&D, and having a large investment in CNS(Taiwan),
IECEx, ATEX(EU), TIIS (Japan), GB (China), and KOSHA (Korea) explosion-proof certifications; THT-EX was granted the
first UL844 Explosion-proof LED Light certificate in the Great China Region on Dec. 30th, 2014, and opened up the
opportunity of fast market penetration and operation expanding. At that time the ELECTRONICAST CONSULTANTS report
sited that the estimated global Explosion-proof LED Light value would over 0.1725 billion US dollars in 2015 and reach 0.303
billion in 2022. But in its’ latest forecast for 2019 to 2029, the value in 2019 already reached 0.794 b illion US dollars and will
be as high as 1.35 billion US dollars in 2029.
From THT-EX’s North American market arrangement in recent years, which includes set up a sales office and warehouse in Huston, the petrochemical town, and put heavy investment on UL certification
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Goal
Enter this stringent regulation but abundant business
opportunity Explosion-proof products market in North
America and worldwide with the professional certification
service from UL.

Why UL
  •  There is local service from UL in Taiwan and professional

Explosion-proof equipment testing lab.
  •  The centennial brand image of UL is highly accepted by the

global market.
  •  UL’s rigorous certification process can ensure the

international credibility of certificates.

The Effectiveness

  •  It helps us to enter the North America market and expand
to other international market quickly.

  •  The product certification efficiency and quality is improved.
  • UL engineer can provide consultation and comment on the

product design from the perspective of product safety and
help us to reduce the product certification failure rate and
cost.



as well as utilize the online marketing campaign, the received RFQ and sales revenue have both ramped up from the second half of 2018. There was obvious revenue growth in America in 2018 and 2019.
All of these prove Mr. Peter Chen’s great and accurate market vision.

The process and results of obtaining the first "Explosion-proof LED Lighting" UL certification in the Greater China region allowed us to experience the courage and perseverance (Grit — American
psychologist Angela Duckworth calls "enthusiasm" and "persistence”) that Mr. Chen has always shown when he grows up, runs a business, and faces challenges. Everyone in the explosion-proof LED
lighting industry knows that North American certification is the strictest global safety standard that is difficult to obtain, and has a high certification failure rate. THT-EX was established in 2002, initia lly
focused on the design and development of waterproof connectors. It only began to transform and develop explosion-proof lights in 2011, so it must learn everything from the beginning.

The safety regulations of explosion-proof light are territorial; therefore, a local certificate must be obtained before entering the market. For reasons of technology and safety regulations, THT-EX first
started with the Southeast Asian and Middle Eastern markets where many refineries locate and then moved to the North American market. Although THT-EX’s strong financial background, its sales
performance has not improved and the experience of cooperation with different certification agencies for application of North American certification was poor and made Mr. Chen once thinking of
ending the company.

When he wanted to give up, a senior in the petrochemical industry affirmed his continuous investment in research and development and the pursuit of excellent quality and brand, which brought THT-
EX a turning point. "I later changed my mindset and felt that the explosion-proof industry is really a craft, and you must face this industry with this mood," Mr. Chen said.

In addition, with the visit of UL in 2014 allowed Mr. Chen a new understanding of UL's services and advantages, and a long-term and close cooperation journey between two companies is therefore
began. That is the year, UL officially launched the first test lab. in Taiwan that combines the two major test functions of "large energy storage batteries" and "safety of equipment in hazardous locations".
This test lab. is not only a US Nationally Recognized Laboratory (NRTL), but also accredited by Taiwan’s TAF, and can directly implement a number of explosion-proof safety certifications of international
organizations, including the International Electrotechnical Commission (IECEx), European ATEX, Canadian Standards Council (SCC), etc.

UL ‘s localization and reputation as well as increase the certifying efficient and quality
The main reason why THT-EX chose to apply for the LED explosion-proof certification through UL is that UL has established a professional image for more than 100 years, which is highly accepted in the
global market, and UL has localized Taiwanese service personnel, as well as professional testing laboratories and services. "UL has an explosion-proof testing laboratory in Taiwan, which can shorten the
certification time and speed up the certification process," Mr. Peter Chen pointed out. "In the past, all explosion-proof lights had to be sent first to overseas for certification, one case may take one to two
years for certification. Now that the certification of the same level is handed over to the UL laboratory, the time can be reduced by six months to one year. Sometimes the process is very fast, and the
certification can be completed and prompt the products in four months. “

It is worth mentioning that the credibility of the certificate issued by UL's Taiwan laboratory is deeply recognized by customers. Mr. Chen said that foreign companies mentioned their preference for the
verification quality by UL’s Taiwan explosion-proof light laboratory if compared with laboratories in other countries. "All certifications are done based on IEC standards, but the credibility of UL's Taiwan
laboratory is different," Mr. Chen pointed out. "UL is tantamount to helping us check if the product is feasible and explosion-proof. They actually exploded the products, impact the glass, measure the
water pressure and so on, each test step is done in accordance with the rules. "

And, it was a great honor for THT-EX to sell the explosion-proof LED lights to the American Aerospace Agency in cooperation with the agent. In fact, the UL certification has allowed THT-EX to speed
up its entry into the Taiwan market, which has also greatly helped it to enter the North American market.

UL’s professionalism helps to reduce the product development failure rate
Since 2014, the cooperation with UL has gone from being unfamiliar to a tacit understanding. UL has also provided more in-depth and value-added services, including early product structure suggestions
given by UL engineers to reduce the probability of product development failure. In this year (2020), more than 70% of THT-EX's new products have been certified by UL to expand markets in North
America, Japan, Southeast Asia, Taiwan, and the Middle East.

However, THT-EX knows that explosion-proof industry is full of many 50-years or even centennial brands. Despite granted well-known UL certification, it needs to continuously introduce new products
with diversified and complete specifications, such as lights, explosion-proof junction boxes, explosion-proof distribution boxes, explosion-proof plugs, and other explosion-proof kits to enable effective
market development and competitiveness.

THT-EX expects to root in Taiwan and think globally. In addition to continuing to invest in Taiwan factories to expand assembly and CNC factories, it has also p lanned to set up sales offices and assembly
plants in overseas markets such as Southeast Asia. The areas p lanned for certification in the future also include New Zealand, Australia, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, and Indonesia.
THT-EX continues to implement the strength of independent research and development and design in Taiwan and marketing explosion-proof products with its own brand THT-EX globally.

Explosion-proof Industry is a craft work
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Safety is Your Top Priority!

TOP HI-TECH CO, LTD. (THT-EX)
9F., No.1, Zhongshan Rd., Tucheng Dist., New Taipei City 23680, Taiwan
Tel: 886-2-2267-1234           Fax: 886-2-2269-1166
E-mail: sales@tht-ex.com     Website: www.tht-ex.com
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